Facts or Opinions

A fact is a true statement that can be proved or verified. A fact doesn't change no matter who says it.

An opinion is something that a person thinks or feels, and not necessarily supported by proof or knowledge. Opinions change from person to person.

Example:

The restaurant is centrally located.  fact

This dress looks nice on you.  opinion

Write whether each of the sentences is a fact or an opinion.

1) The Golden Gate Bridge is an American landmark.  

2) The speech was exceptionally good.  

3) Andrea's aunt lost her life in service to the country.  

4) A time capsule is a very exciting thing.  

5) A volcanic eruption in Indonesia claimed several lives.  

6) Our wedding pictures have come out really well.  

7) Scientific advancements have made life happier.  

8) The Chiricahua Apache lived in the nineteenth century.  

9) The Strait of Magellan is named after the Portugese explorer Ferdinand Magellan.  

10) Rainbows are the most amazing natural phenomenon.  
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A **fact** is a true statement that can be proved or verified. A fact doesn’t change no matter who says it.
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**Write whether each of the sentences is a fact or an opinion.**

1) The Golden Gate Bridge is an American landmark. — **fact**

2) The speech was exceptionally good. — **opinion**

3) Andrea’s aunt lost her life in service to the country. — **fact**

4) A time capsule is a very exciting thing. — **opinion**

5) A volcanic eruption in Indonesia claimed several lives. — **fact**

6) Our wedding pictures have come out really well. — **opinion**

7) Scientific advancements have made life happier. — **opinion**

8) The Chiricahua Apache lived in the nineteenth century. — **fact**

9) The Strait of Magellan is named after the Portugese explorer Ferdinand Magellan. — **fact**

10) Rainbows are the most amazing natural phenomenon. — **opinion**